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The introduction to the essay states that it is an excerpt.

Charles Child Walcutt  (essay date 1956)

[Walcutt is an American critic who has written extensively on American literature. In the following excerpt, he discusses the conflict between animal instinct and ethics in The Call of the Wild.]

[The Call of the Wild] is episodic. Buck, a splendid California ranch dog, is stolen and sold into Alaska, to become a sled-dog in the gold rush. Going thus “into the primitive” he quickly learns “the law of club and fang.” “Jerked
The title of the essay in the anthology is different from the original title in the book.

Charles Child Walcott (essay date 1956)

[Walcott is an American critic who has written extensively on American literature. In the following excerpt, he discusses the conflict between animal instinct and ethics in The Call of the Wild.]

[The Call of the Wild] is episodic. Buck, a splendid California ranch dog, is stolen and sold into Alaska, to become a sled-dog in the gold rush. Going thus “into the primitive” he quickly learns “the law of club and fang.” “Jerked
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Charles Child Walcutt  (essay date 1956)

[Walcutt is an American critic who has written extensively on American literature. In the following excerpt, he discusses the conflict between animal instinct and ethics in The Call of the Wild.]

[The Call of the Wild] is episodic. Buck, a splendid California ranch dog, is stolen and sold into Alaska, to become a sled-dog in the gold rush. Going thus “into the primitive” he quickly learns “the law of club and fang.” “Jerked from the heart of civilization and flung into the heart of
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Charles Child Walcutt (essay date 1956)

[Walcutt is an American critic who has written extensively on American literature. In the following excerpt, he discusses the conflict between animal instinct and ethics in The Call of the Wild.]

[The Call of the Wild] is episodic. Buck, a splendid California ranch dog, is stolen and sold into Alaska, to become a sled-dog in the gold rush. Going thus “into the primitive” he quickly learns “the law of club and fang.” “Jerked from the heart of civilization and flung into the heart of things primordial,” his first experience on the Alaskan coast brings home the nature of the eternal struggle. A friendly dog is knocked down in a fight, and instantly “she was buried screaming with agony beneath the bristling mass” of huskies who had been watching the unequal fight. “So that was the way,” Buck learned. “No fairplay. Once down, that was the end of you.”

Buck’s fitness is measured by his primordialism, by the way “he was harking back through his own life to the lives
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Life is full of disgusting realism. I know men and women as they are—millions of them yet in the slime state. But I am an evolutionist, therefore a broad optimist, hence my love for the human (in the slime though he be) comes from my knowing him as he is and seeing the divine possibilities ahead of him. That’s the whole motive of my White Fang. Every atom of organic life is plastic. The finest specimens now in existence were once all pulpy infants capable of being molded this way or that. Let the pressure be one way and we have atavism—the reversion to the wild; the other the domestication, civilization.

As a theory this is all very well, but in the novels there is no explanation of the atavism and the domestication; their only justification is that they happen. No “pressures” are depicted which tell why Buck goes wild and White Fang becomes tame. The facts speak for themselves; as facts they are convincing; but the science or philosophy behind them receives no serious attention. (pp. 104-07)
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**Source:** Rubin Rabinovitz, “Ethical Values in Burgess’s *A Clockwork Orange,”* in *Studies in the Novel, Vol. 11, No. 1,* Spring 1979, pp. 43–50.
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